
05-05-2019 

Northern	Lights	V.	Western	Suburbs	U	
15	Division	1	Round	4	
 

 

Round 4 and a return to Rofe Park for an early afternoon encounter with last year’s Division 2 
premiers the Western Suburbs Magpies After a fairly lack lustre performance last week.it was really 
put on the boys at training and pre game to step up their work rate and play hard at the contest. 

We would be lining up without Ethan, The Rock and Bertie, but had some excellent help from the U 
14’s with Luka, Willis, Liam and Jack K lending a hand. Not to mention our faithful cheer squad of 
Katie Fogden and Maddie Pauly, your brothers both love the support, 

First Quarter: 

The first quarter and The Magpies got the jump winning the first centre clearance, before we knew it 
they had registered the first goal of the day 

The Lights responded well with Spider, Kody and Damo getting well on top in the middle and winning 
plenty of the ball. The Lights started to dominate territory with the ball locked in the forward line for 
long periods of play. 

Dan was playing deep forward and was providing a great mobile target and it wasn’t long before he 
registered The Lights first goal. 

With the territorial advantage it wasn’t long before The Lights had another with Kody proving how 
valuable he is when resting in the forward line. 

The backline was well on top with the golden Nugget marshalling the troops well. Luka and Liam had 
shut down their opponents whilst Will and Rhys were providing some good rebound defence. 

At quarter time The Lights were up 2.4.16 to 1.0.6 

Second Quarter 

The second quarter and Fraser moved into the ruck, with Noah, Tom and Nugget running through 
the middle. Our ball movement improved dramatically in this quarter and the spread from the 
contest meant that when the ball was moved forward there was plenty of space for the Forwards. 

Connor, Nuts and Jono were all wreaking havoc out in space and providing great run 

Damo was using his speed to advantage up forward earning him a much deserved goal. Kody again 
was sharp around the packs and managed to dribble one through from a difficult angle. Dan Kelly 
continued to be a good option and also manage to register another major. 



Liam was providing a good target across half forward and Nuts was rewarded for some good hard 
running with his first for the day. Damo then added a second to his tally with another classy finish on 
the run. 

The backline was again well on top with Foggie, Willis, Luka and Jack K ensuring nothing was getting 
past and limiting the Magpies to only one major for the quarter 

 

At half time The Lights led 7.8.50 to 2.0.12 

Third Quarter: 

The third quarter and the rain arrived making conditions slippery under foot and with ball in hand. 

 The ball movement continued to impress, the switching of play back to the corridor was excellent 
and our spread and use of the space continued to present good options  

Spider, Noah and Nugget were great around the footy winning it in close and getting it on the 
outside. Both Noah and Spider were well rewarded with goals and Dan K registered his third for the 
day with an excellent snap on the run. 

Luks had a run in the middle and showed he could compete well on the ball even against the older 
boys. 

The backline was well on top with Tom K dominating across half back. He was well supported with 
Foggie, Josh, Jack K and Willis repelling anything that came their way 

At the three quarter time break The Lights were in control 10.10.70 to 3.0.18. 

Fourth Quarter: 

At the break I asked the boys to finish off the game with the same intensity as the first three 
quarters. 

Luka, Will, Noah and Damo started in the middle, Tom “Special K” was swung into attack with Bao, 
Kody and Dan K 

The boys got well on top in the middle and the spread from the contest was excellent despite the 
conditions. Nuts was showing his thirst for the contest with some excellent gut running to provide an 
option in transition.  

Jack K was reading the play well across half back and helped set up a number of forward moves. 

Special k was on fire up forward providing a great target for the midfield. A ridiculous bicycle kick 
saw him register his 99th club goal and the free kick that followed brought up that magical 100th. 

Not to be outdone Damo (still flying high from the hanger he took at school footy yesterday, which 
the entire team has heard about!!). showed his class in the forward line to register his third then 
fourth for the day. 



Will was also rewarded with another major this season after a typical bullocking piece of play. 

When the final siren blew The Lights had recorded a well-deserved victory 15.11.101 to 3.2.20. 

Coach 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 


